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RECAP OF 2021
Children's Day 
This Children's day, we had a simple
celebration in our centre filled with
delicious food, games and presents.
Our cook, Auntie Shi Han, had a
special lunch menu lined up for our
children. They enjoyed one of their
favourite dishes – Bolognese fusilli
pasta with ice cream for desserts!
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Dear Parents, 
We would like to thank you for your kind 

support and understanding in 2021! We look 
forward to a wonderful continued 

partnership with each of you in 2022. 

We are so excited to share with you our new 
and improved Newsletter ‘Alive! with New 

Life’.  In this issue, we share with you the joy 
of School Holidays at our centre despite 

COVID19 restrictions! 

Blessings, 
Ms. Marianne Chan
Cluster Supervisor

Miss Melissa Tan
Centre Supervisor

(Jelapang)

Miss Alicia Chang
Senior Administrative 

Executive

Miss Rose Laing
Primary 1 

Teacher-Mentor

Miss Debra Lee
Primary 2 

Teacher-Mentor

Miss Liu Hui Ling
Primary 3

Teacher-Mentor

Miss Jamie Tng
Primary 4 – 6

Teacher-Mentor

New Life Student Care (Jelapang)
Blk 507 Jelapang Road #01-14 S670507

Tel: +65 6892 8040/ +65 6892 8045 

Join our Private Facebook Group
‘New Life Student Care (Jelapang)’

for more media & announcements!

Keppel volunteers partnered an external
vendor to conduct a virtual party for our
children. They had a blast participating in
engaging activities and interacting with the
Keppel volunteers via Zoom. In the
meantime, we had some station games
planned for the rest of our children while
waiting their turn for the virtual party with
Keppel.

These games required them to work in their small
groups and the highest score will be the winner!
Our children had so much fun cheering each
other on through the stations, from Ping pong
cups to balloon tossing. We even had to have a
bonus round as their scores were tied. Eventually,
we were able to crown our top 3 winners!

We ended the day with a craft session of
personalising mask lanyards, look how cute their
lanyards are!
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End of year holidays!
Zentangle Workshop

Our P1 - P4 students picked up a new form of art this holiday! They were introduced to
Zentangle - an American method for drawing which promotes concentration and
creativity through repetitive patterns. We made a special request to focus on the
Christmas theme for their first project and look at the beautiful cards they made! Our
children had the opportunity to sculpt some jumping clay (Air drying clay) as 3D
decorations on their Christmas cards. They produced different ornaments which
represented Christmas to them. For their second project, they further explored filling
up the cards with repetitive patterns of various colours. They also picked out their
favorite cartoon characters such as Pokémon to be featured in their cards! Our children
meticulously filled these drawings with their beautiful patterns and colours too!

PANDA Champs
Our Childen had a fruitful Panda Champs session where the activities and games were
anchored on the values of ‘Respect’ and ‘Humility’ by understanding “treat others the way
you want to be treated”. During this run, we collaborated with NUS sports students who had
the opportunity to share these values with the next generation through fun games and
activities.

The P1-P4s played games like “Odd one out” and “Break the code” as well as watched
videos to reinforce the children’s understanding of respect regardless of who they
are – ‘Everyone is unique in their own way’. Children also learnt that showing acts of
love is about respecting others through giving in or taking the first step through
small group discussions where they were faced with various scenarios.

The NUS Sports Students put together games which involved drawing as well as
meaningful videos like importance of racial harmony and “Watch your feelings” to
show the children about forgiveness and showing empathy in their daily lives.

We are truly grateful that we were still able to hold the sessions via zoom. Big thanks to our
teacher-mentors and our Children’s Programme team as well as the NUS sports Students
who worked so hard in synergy to make these wonderful sessions possible!

Parenting Philosophy
“Children are educated by what the grown-up is and not by his talk.” – Carl Jung
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The Upper Primary students conducted their End of Year Holiday S.T.E.A.M projects on
Bridges and Prosthesis. First, the students learnt about the different types of bridges, the
differences as well as how or what they are made of. After which, they used their newfound
knowledge to build and design bridges of their own.

The children were also exposed to the topic of Prosthesis and Prosthetics, where the children
learnt about the uses and history of prosthetic limbs and prosthesis. They then followed a set
of slides to make their own fully functional prosthetic hand!

Company name 
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End of year holidays!
S.T.E.A.M Activities (Lower Primary)
Our Primary 1 – 3 children had so much fun with their hands-on science
experiments this holiday! Our teacher-mentors planned 2 sessions of S.T.E.A.M
activities where they learnt about density!

In the first session, they learnt that the difference in density of materials allows
them to separate through the floating M&M candy experiment. They were tasked
to dissolve a variety of coloured M&M candies and note down their observations.
With their sharp minds, they quickly realised that some colours were dissolving at
a faster rate! They also pointed out that the letter ‘M’ on the candies were floating
instead of dissolving.

S.T.E.A.M Activities (Upper Primary)

In session two, they made a "Snowstorm in a Jar"! With Alka Seltzer tablets (made of
sodium bicarbonate and citric acid), they saw the difference in the density between
water and oil. Bubbles were formed from the tablet when it came into contact with the
water, oil and white paint, making a snowstorm effect. The movement of white paint in
the jar looked like swirling snow, creating a beautiful Snowstorm in a jar. Our children
even added glitter and colouring to beautiful their Snowstorms!

Fun Fact Factory!
A pet hamster can run up to 8 miles a night on a wheel.
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End of year holidays!

Funbots with Photons
Some of our Upper Primary students attended a coding program subsidised by North-
West CDC's funding. During the program, they learnt to use simple codes to program
the movements of the bots. The trainer was impressed by some of our older boys'
knowledge of the coding language. Not only were they able to control the bot's
movement, but they were also able to code in specific sounds to be made by the bots.
Our children had so much fun learning and trying the different codes on the bots.
They even played catching with the bots! By the end of the program, everyone could
input simple code languages on the app!

NTU COSCP Science Camp
This holiday, our children had the opportunity to participate in 5 lessons of the
NTUCOSCP’s Camp “Science Come To Life”. During this camp, they were tasked with
completing an array of science experiments to learn about the world around them.

In The first lesson, they learnt about the types of bacteria, and why soap was essential
for hand washing. They then made slimes, which can be used to keep hard-to-reach
places free of bacteria and debris. Next, they learnt about what causes earthquakes
and how buildings are built to ensure the longevity in earthquake-ridden areas of the
world. Our children were tasked with building the tallest tower they could with the
information that they have learnt.

Joke Junction
What do you call a cheese that’s not yours?

Ans: Nacho Cheese!

Lesson 3 was about the ins and outs of volcanoes, how they are formed and how they erupt.
Our children were then put into groups to make baking soda volcanoes, of which they
decorated and coloured to their desire. The following session included our P3s and was
about the wonders of life and the processes that living things undergo. Following the
instructions of the mentors, they made and decorate their own terrarium, some of which you
may have seen at home. For their final session, our children learnt about density by making
their very own lava lamp.
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We were extremely blessed to have volunteers from Covenant Evangelical Free
Church (CEFC) – our affiliated church, to spread the joy of Christmas on Friday,
17th Dec 2021!

Merry Christmas!
HOHOHO!

In the spirit of Christmas, a group of
youth volunteers - "Tabernacle of
Joy" organised a Christmas party
with our fellow friends from Teck
Whye and Woodlands centre.

The youth volunteers came down to
the centre to facilitate the games
while the energetic emcee hyped us
up via zoom. Our children competed
with children from the other centres
in a series of games. The centres
were filled with laughter and
excitement as they cheered each
other on! We are thankful for such
an engaging afternoon with them.

Parenting Philosophy
“Parents can only give good advice or put them on the right paths, 

but the final forming of a person's character lies in their own hands.”  –Anne Frank

The centre was filled with joyful cheers and singing throughout the morning. Our
children warmed up quickly to the volunteers and were thrilled to participate in
the activities planned. The volunteer-led programme consists of storytelling,
played games like cup stacking and making a sock snowman! The morning
session ended on a merry note – presentation of gifts!

Our children shared the joy of Christmas by performing for their parents via Facebook
live! We are so proud of their spectacular performance after weeks of practice! We
ended the day of celebration with a simple craft - snow globe making. Our children put
their snow globe together with laughter and cheer. They delicately put their lego
figurines together and played with them before gluing them in. What sparkly globes
they made!
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Merry Christmas!

To foster unity among our 3 New Life centres,
we planned a series of joint centre programs,
where our children come together via zoom to
play simple group games. We conducted
games like hidden pictures, Simon says, and
even Freeze dance! Our children had such a
wonderful time that they asked for more
sessions.

New Life's Joint Centre Program

Youth Hub

Community Project
At New Life, we believe in the importance of giving back to the community. As such, we
have partnered with Pacific Healthcare Senior Activity Centres for our community
project.

Even though we were unable to visit the senior activity centre physically, we were able
to have a program with them via zoom. Our younger children performed an amazing
performance with carolling and dance while our P3s showed their flair for dance in
their performance. Our P3s had dance sessions with our volunteers - Regina & Andrey
who produced the choreography and taught them weekly.

Our Primary 5 and 6 youths spend their Monday afternoons at New Life’s Fajar
Youth hub engaged in different activities with the hub mentors. Some of our
youths participated in their Tinkering workshop over the year-end holiday where
they learnt to build a mechanical toy with cardboard and other craft materials.
Our youths had an amazing hands-on experience of crafting through the
workshop.

After their performance, our children sat down to enjoy an energising drum performance
by the seniors. The project ended with a gift exchange – our children prepared Christmas
cards for the seniors while the Seniors made beautiful bookmarks and packed small gift
packs for the children. We are truly blessed to be loved by the seniors!

This month, some of our youths participated in the January Monthly Special – ‘The Amazing
Race’. Through this, they were able to visualise the process of achieving goals through
teamwork. They raced through the stations from charades to soccer!

Mentoring the Next Generation

Fun Fact Factory!
Every step you take uses 200 different muscles in the body.
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Ans: I’ll meet you at the corner!
Declared Closure dates for 2022

Dates to take note of!

COMING UP NEXT!
What’s happening from January to March!
We would like to share with you the many exciting programmes which your child will be 
engaged with during the period of January to March 2022. We seek your cooperation in 
taking note of the dates and encouraging your child’s participation. Thank you!

Date Activity/Event

Monday, 3 January
School Holiday (New Year's day)

Centre operational from 7am – 7pm (Bring your own breakfast)

Tuesday, 4 January 2022 School Term 1 Begins!

Friday, 28 January Lunar New Year Program

Monday, 31st January Centre Closure – SCC Bonding

Tuesday, 1 February 
–

Wednesday, 2 February
Centre Closure – Public Holiday (Lunar New year)

28 February 
–

18 March 

Lessons of Love Sessions 
Acts of Love

Monday, 14 Mar 
–

Friday, 18 Mar

March Holidays
Breakfast Provided (8.30am – 9am)

21 March 
–

8 April

Lessons of Love Sessions 
Accepting Differences

Joke Central
What did one wall say to the other wall?

We would like to thank all Parents for your continuous partnership and support
in 2022 thus far and hope to continue partnering with you! These are our declared
closure dates for 2022.

Dates Day Reason Number of Days

31 January Monday Staff Bonding *½ Day (Morning)

11 – 13 May Wednesday - Friday New Life Staff Retreat 3 Days

4 July Monday Staff Planning 1 Day

2 September Friday Teachers Day 1 Day

23 December Friday Spring Cleaning
½ Day (Afternoon)

Centre closes at 1pm

*: Centre will be closed the whole day
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